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ABSTRACT 

Mobile Adhoc Networks (MANETs) are much useful in emergency because they are fully distributed. And they 
can maintain them self and they are fully powerful and dynamic topology networks also they don’t need any external 
infrastructure to run. But the propogation of these MANET based application was conjustive because their features though 
impart high applicable and that is unreliable. Also another cause for the unreliability is the mutual intrinsic trust during 
communication. One such attack exploiting this trait is named the Black Hole attack whereverin the region within the 
network promises routing of the info packet to the destination whereas in actuality it drops them thus decreasing 
dependableness. Here we did analysis on MANETs under single black hole attack and collaborative black hole attack and 
preventing the network by avoiding traffic away from black hole. The MANETs therefore mentioned use the AODV 
routing protocol and therefore the technique therefore projected is based on causing confirmation packets that area unit 
verified by the destination to ascertain for part presence within the GAODV routing protocol therefore projected. The 
GAODV formula was then simulated in each static likewise as mobile node atmosphere and it had been determined that its 
knowledge delivery magnitude relation is considerably better than the traditional AODV.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Wireless MANET is a wi-fi network usual by 
way of collection of phone nodes without the preset 
infrastructure. When neighborhood topology alterations 
nodes in range nonetheless stays associated. The 
fundamental shortcoming is their restricted bandwidth, 
reminiscence, processing capabilities and open medium 
and so these are extra susceptible to malicious assaults. 
Since of its dynamic topology and no infrastructure in wi-
fi advert-hoc networks they may be exposed to lot of 
assaults. MANET is well identified for its properties. It is 
bendy and keeps the connectivity between instruments 
when a node moves from one region to an additional. One 
other property is neighbor and route discovery so that the 
info may also be routed from deliver node to neighboring 
node except it reaches to the vacation spot. When a 
company new community is to be headquartered then it 
requires only new set of nodes with restrained wi-fi verbal 
trade range. Although it has a colossal utilization there are 
a number of open problems about MANETs, similar to 
safety threats, finite bandwidth, malicious broadcasting 
messages, riskless competencies supply, dynamic course 
school and restrained hardware. The security threats had 
been mentioned and investigated within the wired and wi-
fi networks. Challenges that have got to be considered 
prominently are: initially, problematic to enforce defense 
mechanisms. Secondly: restrained energy and useful 
resource availability. The researchers relatively often 
fascinated with establishing the shortest and comfortable 
route for the knowledge packets in a dynamic altering 
surroundings with minimal rate of bandwidth and battery 
power. Routing protocols are most often a fashioned that 
makes a selection the behavior of the node in context to 
route the information packet from one node to yet another. 
Routing protocols may also be labeled as link State 

protocol and Distance Vector Protocol. Hyperlink State 
protocols construct the topology of the entire network for 
calculating routes after which calculate the sufficient 
route. These protocols devour extra power and memory 
assets. DSR and OLSR are examples of such protocols. 
Whilst in Distance Vector protocols router keeps 
advantage of their neighbors most effective and calculates 
the fee headquartered on it. AODV is without doubt one of 
the Distance Vector routing protocol. Founded on another 
classification Routing protocols are of three types: 
Proactive, Reactive and Hybrid. In Proactive routing 
protocol each node continues routing desk periodically and 
accordingly more often than not known as desk pushed 
protocol. OLSR is definitely one among the examples of 
it. In Reactive routing protocol route is easiest determined 
when it's required and consequently it is also recognized as 
On-Demand routing protocol. AODV and DSR are 
examples of it. Hybrid routing protocol as title suggests is 
a combination of Proactive and Reactive routing. On the 
proactive routing is used to collect the unfamiliar routing 
understanding after which the reactive routing is used to 
maintain the information when community topology 
variations. Zone Routing Protocol (ZRP) is doubtless one 
of the vital hybrid protocols. Inside the entertainment of 
the paper, part 2 briefly introduces classification and 
definitions of assaults. The transient literature evaluation 
on detection and prevention of security assaults is supplied 
in part three.Sooner or later section 4 concludes the paper. 
 
2. RELATED WORK 
 
Attacks in MANET 

Attacks in MANET can also be categorised as 
lively and Passive assaults. An active attack is one in 
which an attacker which is an authorized node spoil or 
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alter the data that is being exchanged within the network. 
Even as a Passive assault attacker node which is an 
unauthorized node get the information without disrupting 
or harmful the network operation. A further classification 
will also be outside and inner assaults. In outside attacks 
the attacker node is one which don't belong to that 
community even as in internal assaults the Attacker node 
belongs to that network. Inner attacks are extra severe than 
external attacks considering attacker is aware of all secret 
expertise and have privileged entry rights. Many 
protection problems corresponding to snooping assaults, 
wormhole assaults, black hole assaults, routing desk 
overflow, poisoning assaults, packet replication, and 
denial of provider (DoS) assaults, disbursed DoS (DDoS) 
assaults have been studied in the recent years. The 
misbehavior routing quandary is among the popularized 
protection threats comparable to Black hole assaults. Some 
researchers endorse their relaxed routing ideas to get to the 
bottom of this drawback; however the safety obstacle is 
still an problem.  

Attacks can be labeled on layered groundwork. 
Each layer undergoes distinct style of attacks. Desk 1 
shows usual type of assaults on quite a lot of layers. 
 
Types of attacks on layers 

Layer attacks bodily layer Jamming, 
interceptions, eavesdropping information hyperlink layer 
visitors analysis, monitoring network layer Wormhole, 
Black gap, gray gap, message tempering, Byzantine, 
Flooding, resource consumption, vicinity disclosure 
assaults Transport layer Session hijacking, SYN Flooding 
a couple of layer Denial of provider (DoS), man-in-the-
center attack proscribing on community layer in quite a lot 
of network layer attack types are considered. Right here a 
few of them are mentioned. 
 
 2.1 grey gap attack 

On this form of assault a malicious node does no 
longer take part in route discovery mechanism that is 
initiated with the aid of other nodes and is therefore no 
longer part of active route. Such malicious nodes would 
develop the route discovery failure and harm the overall 
community efficiency. One more intention of such 
attackers is to conserve their power through deciphering 
the message supposed for them only and in any other case 
they don't cooperate with different nodes, which 
eventually degrade the efficiency of the network. 
 
2.2 Black hole attack 

In this type of attack a malicious node participate 
in route discovery mechanism by means of sending RREP 
message that entails the best sequence quantity and this 
message is perceived as whether it is coming from the 
destination or from a node which has a contemporary 
ample path to the vacation spot. The source then begins to 
send out its knowledge packets to the black hole trusting 
that these packets will reach the destination. As quickly as 
the info transmission begins, malicious node drops the 
data packets that are wanted to be forwarded to locations. 

Black hole attack is more damaging as in comparison with 
gray gap attack.  
 
2.3 Three message tempering 

In this style of attack an intermediate node 
behaving as malicious node delete or add some bytes in 
the data packet got through him to forward to the 
destination. This modification in information may reason 
abnormalities or destruction in community. 
 
2.4 Four byzantine attack 

This assault will also be achieved by means of a 
single intermediate node or a workforce of intermediates 
nodes, behaving as malicious nodes they both create a 
routing loop or direct the information packets to non most 
excellent path or selectively drop the packets. Such attacks 
are problematic to establish.  
 
2.5 Flooding attack 

In this assault malicious node floods the network 
with the pointless information packets. The sufferer nodes 
should not able to obtain or ahead any data packet and 
therefore any information packet forwarded to such nodes 
is discarded from the network.  
 
2.6 Wormhole attack 

On this wormhole attack a malicious node 
receives packets at one region within the network and 
tunnels them to vicinity within the community, the place 
these packets are resent into the community. As a result of 
broadcast nature of the radio channel the attacker could 
create a wormhole for these packets also that does no 
longer belong to him. 
 
2.7 Understanding disclosure 

On this assault any approved node act as a 
malicious node by leaking the exclusive or foremost 
expertise to the other unauthorized nodes. Know-how will 
also be of type area, route, public /private keys or 
password related in small print. 
 
2.8 resource Consumption attack 

Here assets are basically battery energy, 
computation energy, bandwidth which is limited. In this 
attack malicious node goal these assets in an intention to 
waste them. This could be executed with the aid of 
attacker node via forwarding stale packets to nodes, 
producing beacon packets in most cases or through 
soliciting for routes. If malicious node uses the battery 
vigour of a further node through maintaining node busy by 
means of pumping packets one at a time and again then 
such assault is referred to as sleep deprivation attack. 
 
3. FRAME WORK 

There possibly one or two or cooperating Black 
gap in the network. By means of using our system if we 
detect the path or route of the Black hole we can with ease 
discover the Black gap nodes within the route. So, Packets 
to be ship with the aid of the sender will not send to that 
route where there are Black Holes. The procedure states 
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that, to realize the Black gap route we calculate utilising 
Time variations. And to detect Black gap nodes we use the 
nearby nodes. To calculate the distance between the nodes 
and route discovery the process makes use of AODV 
protocol. AODV can manage low, reasonable, and 
moderately high mobile rates, together with a style of 
knowledge traffic loadings. To realize route delivery 
packets we use the manage packets, the RREQ, RREP and 
RRER. Retransmissions arise when there's no reply. If 
Route is having a valid route it send RREP to the 
requested tackle. 

Each time a link breakage is detected within the 
energetic route, a RERR message is broadcasted to the 
other nodes to inform concerning the loss of the link. The 
link breakage is handled in this system. There can be less 
extending within the connection so the packet knowledge 
will probably be delivered very speedy. To stimulate 
utilizing Matlab we have to do the following terms: 
 
 Create Deployment area 

 Create network with all Nodes 

 Run Proposed Algorithm to realize black hole 
Detection  

 Analyze results, calculation time and 

 Transmission period. 

3.1 To calculate neighbor of nodes.  
Algorithm 1  
 
Notations:  
M = Total number of nodes  
Xi= x-coordinate of the ith PNode  
Yi= y- coordinate of the ith Node  
1  Begin  
2  For i= 1: M   
3  Dist () calculate distance 
4  End  
5  If dist < Range of Node  
6  Nx = M  

Where, Nx Ris adding node in neighbor set  
7 End  
8 End  
 
3.2 To broadcast the route request messages 
Algorithm 2  
 
Notations 
 
N = Set of neighbor nodes  
Tinitial = 0; initial time  
1  Begin  
2  For i = 1 \: M  
3  Start clock  
4  For j = 1: N  
5  Broadcast (); Node j# 

6  Node i  #Node i send route request message to 
Node j  

7  End  
8  End  
 
3.3 Route reply  
Algorithm 3  
 
Notations 
 
NR = Nodes which received Route Request  
1  Begin  
2  For i = 1: NR  
3  For j = 1: N  
4  If Nj == destination  
#any Node has route to destination  
5  Reply()  
6  End  
7  End  
8  End  
9  Stop time 
 
3.4 Comparing time to replies  
Algorithm 4  
 
Notations  
TR  = Set of time values taken to receive 

Reply  
Avg Time = average value of time to reply of 

different path 
 SP  = suspected path  
1  Begin  
2  For i = 1: TR  
3  If TRR iR< Avg Time  
4  Add to suspected path SP = suspected path  
5  End  
6  End  
 
3.5 To find the Nodes in suspected path  
Algorithm 5  
Notations:  
SPN = Nodes in suspected path  
1 Begin  
2 For i = 1: SPN  
3 For j = 1: N  
4 If data ReceivedR jR< Avg DR #If data received 

of jP thPNode is less than average value of data 
received  

5 Node = BlackHole Node  
6 End  
7 End  
8 End 
 
4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

In the below diagram we are watching complete 
network graph. Here we can identify that ehich are the 
nodes are malicious and which are not malicious. In this 
diagram we can find malicious nodes easily because of the 
marked with different colour. 
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In the below diagram we can find the graph 
which is representing the delay time for node performance. 
Sometimes based on node performance sometimes we are 
getting extra delay and sometimes we are getting lesser 
delay time. And this delay definitely reflects on the 
performance of network. If delay is high the performance 
of the network is low and if the delay is lesser the network 
performance will be higher.  
 

 
 
5. CONCLUSIONS 

On this paper we now have mentioned the AODV 
protocol and Black gap attack in MANETs. We have now 
proposed a feasible resolution for the black gap assaults 
that can be carried out on the AODV protocol. The 
Proposed system can be used to seek out the secured 
routes and hinder the black gap nodes in the MANET. As 
future work, we intend to boost simulations to investigate 
the efficiency of the proposed answer established on the 
quite a lot of safety parameters like packet delivery ratio 
(PDR), imply delay time, packet overhead, reminiscence 
usage, mobility, growing number of malicious node, 
increasing number of nodes and scope of the black hole 
nodes.  

In this paper, we conclude that the GAODV 
protocol detected the black holes and effectively diverted 
all the traffic from black holes in MANETs. Through this 
protocol we successfully measured the processing time of 
the black holes as well as their behavior analyzed by using 
this GAODV protocol. 
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